
The process of getting a job in almost all scenarios is generally the
same – enter a resume, hope that the resume itself presents well
enough to get called in for an interview, potentially have some
quality references on your behalf, then final hope is that employer
selects you from their stack of applicants.
 
Let’s view being recruited as the same way. 
 
You’re currently a high school player, trying to find a “job” to
continue playing at the college level. College coaches need to
come watch you play. However, keep in mind you don’t want to
get called in for the job interview until you’re ready to crush it and
are legitimately ready to be hired. There’s a reason why the
overwhelmingly majority of players do not “commit” until senior
year of high school, when they’re a much more polished product
than their younger, less experienced selves.
 
To get to that interview, your resume, and most importantly in
baseball recruiting, references are what get college coaches to
show up to the game (…for the interview…). We can best explain
an “applicant ready resume” by the “7 Premiums and a White-T
Shirt” presentation that we explained at our Organizational
Meeting back in February. 
 
RECAP:
 
1.   Resume – Recruiting Videos; currently linked on each team’s
roster at www.powerbsb.com
 
2.   References – Power Baseball; network of 200+ college
coaches, MLB scouts, advisors, and other relevant recruiting
resources
 
3.   Interview – Game Day; play the game hard with respect, a
tenacious competitiveness, and 100% engagement in the game. 
 
***PLAYERS***
 
Please take notice that with the interview (game day), you don’t
need to try and throw the hardest you’ve ever thrown, you don’t
need to try and try to hit every ball 400 feet when you’re at bat,
you don’t need to try to “look swaggy” when a ground ball is hit to
you…
 
…you do NEED to compete to win the game, win pitches on every
side of the ball, have energy, be a good teammate, show up to
the game dressed appropriately, exhibit baseball IQ…these are
the things that are college coaches are looking for when they
come watch you play. The resume and the references are why
they showed up – focus on the interview.
 
Please take some time and watch all (3) parts of Power Baseball
Co-Owners Jesse Marlo and Brian Dempsey discuss this topic
above much deeper. 

Power Baseball Educational Series: Jesse Marlo - 1
 
Coach Marlo goes in depth with stories of his 20 year coaching
career and his own experiences in college as a player at LSU and
UCF to get across some super valuable pieces of advice that all
players need to hear.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F2WdAfnUtz0&list=PLLx14GpJaVXTxrGd3tqG7xKC5Sq4FC9nF

